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A construction of the Hellinger square integral with respect to a semispectral 
measure in a Banach space B is given. It is proved that the space of values of a B- 
valued stationary stochastic process is unitarily isomorphic to the space of all B*- 
valued measures that are Hellinger square integrable with respect to the spectral 
measure of the process. Some applications of the above theorem in the prediction 
theory (especially to interpolation problem) are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose X, = (Xj,..., Xi), g E 6, q < co is a q-variate stationary 
stochastic process over locally compact Abelian (LCA) group G and F is its 
spectral measure. Let M(X) = Sp {Xi : g E 6, i = 1,2 ,..., q}. 
DEFINITION 1.0 [12]. By H,,, we denote the Hilbert space of all C4- 
valued Bore1 measures on G such that: 
(0 (W&)(Y) E W/&)(Y) C4, ,u-a.e., 
(ii) SC (dmld~)(r)((dFld~)(r))‘(~~/~~)(~)* ~(49 = II m II: < *, 
where ,U = trace F, C stands for complex numbers and A # denotes the 
generalized inverse matrix of A. 
The space H,,, is a Hilbert space unitarily isomorphic to M(X). This 
observation is very useful in prediction theory of stationary processes. Its 
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importance arises from the fact that the space H,,, admits a very clear 
description of the so-called error space of prediction which was first pointed 
out by Salehi [ 131. The evolution of the theory of stationary processes forced 
seeking an extension of Definition 1.0 to the case of operator measures. 
Interesting results connected with this problem can be found in [6], where 
the construction of the Hellinger square integral with respect to a trace-class 
valued semispectral measure is given (such measures always have some 
operator densities). In the present paper we give a construction of the 
Hellinger square integral with respect to arbitrary semispectral measure in 
Banach spaces and we obtain an appropriate isomorphic-type theorem for 
the space of values of a B-valued stationary stochastic process. In the last 
part of the paper we consider the problem of minimality and Jo-regularity of 
stationary processes over discrete Abelian group. The stated results 
generalize certain theorems from [5, 10, 141 to the case of Banach space 
valued stationary processes. In established results we make use of the 
dilation techniques employed in [ 161. 
Throughout this paper we denote by B a linear complex Banach space and 
by B* the space of all antilinear continuous functionals on B. For any two 
normed spaces X, Y let L(X, Y) denote the space of all continuous linear 
operators from X into Y. Finally, let H, K be complex Hilbert spaces and 
(S, C) be a measurable space in the sense that Z is a o-algebra. Whenever a 
scalar measure p is defined on C, it will be assumed to be non-negative and 
o-finite. 
DEFINITION 1.1, By a semispectral measure we will mean a function F 
on C to L(B, B*) such that for every x E B, (F(a) x)(x) is a non-negative 
measure on Z. A semispectral measure F with values in L(H, H) is said to be 
a spectral measure in H if F(S) =I and for every A E 2, F(A) is an 
orthogonal projection operator. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [9, 1 I ]. Let F be a semispectral measure on C. Then 
there exists a complex Hilbert space H, a spectral measure E in H and an 
operator R E L(B, H) such that for every A E Z F(A) = R *E(A) R (the triple 
(H, E, R) will be called a dilation of F). Moreover, if H = &i{E(A) Rx: 
x E B, A E E} then the above representation is unique up to unitary 
isomorphism; i.e., if (H,, E,, Ri) i = 1, 2, are any two dilations of F and 
Hi = q{E,(A) Rix: x E B, A E Z} i = 1,2, then there exists an unitary 
operator U E L(H,, HJ such that UR, = R, and LIE,(A) = E,(A) U for 
every A E C. In case H = w{E(A) Rx : x E B, A E Z} the dilation (H, E, R) 
is said to be minimal. 
For the sake of further needs we sketch the proof of Proposition 1.2 
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Proof. Consider the set H, of all B*-valued measures of the form 
m(d) = Cf= 1 F(A, nd) xi, where x, ,..., x, E B, it = 1, 2 ,.... Under the norm 
the space HO becomes an inner product space. Let H be a completion of H, 
with respect to that norm and let I denotes the natural embedding H, into H. 
Define the operators P,,(A) : H, --t HO and R, : B -+ H,, by the formulas 
(P,(A) m)(A’) = m(A n A’), mEH,,A’EE, 
(R,,x)(A’) = F(A’) x, xEB,A’EZ. 
Then the triple (H, E, R) is a minimal dilation of F, where R = IR, and E(A) 
is the extension of the operator IP,(A) I-’ from IH, onto H. 
Let p be a scalar measure on Z. We say that a semispectral measure F is 
absolutely continuous (ac) with respect to p (which we denote by F & ,u) if 
for each x E B the measure (F(.) x)( x is absolutely continuous with respect ) 
to ,u. When F G ,u, its density f (I0 is a sesquelinear form on B X B to 
L ‘(S, C, ~1; Cc) defined by the formula 
f’“‘(x,Y) = d(F(*)x)(y) 
Q ’ 
If B is separable and there exists a weakly measurable function @ from S to 
L(B, B*) such that for every x, y E B and A E Z 
i (W) x>(y) /W) = (Wf) X)(Y), A 
then @ is said to be an operator density of F (with respect to p). In this case 
we will write @ = dF/dp. 
For a Hilbert space K let L*(S, C, ,ff; K) denote the Hilbert space of all K- 
valued ,u-square integrable functions on S. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [4]. Suppose F is absolutely continuous with respect to 
a scalar measure p. Then there exists a complex Hilbert space K and an 
operator Q E L(B, L2(S, Z, ,a; K)) such that for every x, y E B, 
.f”‘(x, Y)(S) = ((Qx)(s), @~)(s))ic 
where (., -), denotes the inner product in K. 
When F(S) B is separable, it follows from the proof of Proposition 1.3 
that K can be choosen separable, too. Moreover if B is separable and the 
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operator density &‘/dp exists, then Q has the form (Qx)(s) = Q(s) x, where 
Q(.) is a strongly measurable mappings from S to L(B, K) such that 
Q(.) x E L’(S, Z, pu; K) for every x E B. In this case (dJ’/d$)(s) = Q(s)* o(s) 
p-a.e. (see 18, Lemma 3.1; 9, Theorem 3.21). 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let F be absolutely continuous with respect to a scalar 
measure jk 
(i) An operator Q E L(B, L *(S, C, ~1; K)) is said to be a quasi square 
root off’@’ iff’“‘(x,y)(.) = ((Qx)(.), (@(e))K +a.e., whenever x, y E B. 
(ii) Suppose that B is seprable and that dF/dp exists. A function Q on 
S to L(B,K) is called a square root of dF/dp if 0(.)x is Bochner 
measurable for every x E B and (dF/dp)(.) = o(-)* Q(a) p-a.e. 
Now let L be a separable subspace (not necessarily closed) of 
L*(S, Z,pu;K) and let & = {fj:j= 1, 2,...,} -be a complete system of 
functions in L. For every s E S we denote by z(s) the closed subspace of K 
generated by (h(s) :j = 1, 2 ,..., } [lo]. 
LEMMA 1.5. (i) F(.) does not depend on the choice of& in the sense of 
,u-a. e. equality. 
(ii) S(L)=dfsp{l,f:f~L,d~.CI={fELZ(S,C,y;K): f(s)Er(s) 
.u-a.e.}. 
(ii) UL and g are afy two separable subspaces of L*(S, C, ,a; K) and 
S(L) = S(M), then L(s) = M(s) p-a.e. 
Proof: The proof follows from elementary calculus quite similar to that 
in [ll]. 
For any A E L(H, B) the generalized inverse operator A # is defined to be 
the linear mapping from AH into H such that A#x = y if and only if Ay = x 
and y is orthogonal to the null space ./“(A) of A. The following properties of 
A# follow immediately from the definition. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let A E L(H,B). Then: 
(i) AA#= idAH, A#A = PxttT(Aj~, where P, denotes the orthogonal 
projection onto h4; 
(ii) if U is unitary, UE L(K, H), then (AU)“= U- ‘AX; 
(iii) f.N(A) zN(A,)‘, then AA:= 0. 
In Section 3 we will deal with spectral measures defined on locally 
compact Abelian groups and their Fourier transforms. We will use the 
following simple lemma : 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let r be a locally compact Abelian group and E be a 
spectral measure in H defined on Bore1 o-field S(T). Assume that for every 
x E H the measure ,u,(.) = JlE(.) xl\ 2 is regular and put UK = 1, (g, y) E(dy), 
g E G = f Then for every subspace M c H, 
(-) U&M’) = Ho@ (E(A) x: x E M, A E .59(T)}. 
s?CG 
ProoJ For fixed x E H denote H, = @{E(d) x : d E B’(I)) and 
H: = Sp{ UBx : g E G}. Clearly H; c H,. We will prove that H; = H,. For 
every disjoint A, ,..., A,, E 3(F) and a,,..., a, E G let us define 
T(CT=, aiE(Ai)x) = Cr=r ai l,i. Then T extends to isometry from H, onto 
L “(r, 9(I), p, ; C). Suppose y E H, and y I Hi. Then 
0 = (Ugx, Y> = (TQ> TY) = Jr (g> Y%?Y)(Y) ~u,W). 
Since ,u, is regular, Ty = 0 and so y = 0. Now let M be a subspace of H. 
From the equality H, = H: it follows that sp { U,X: g E 6, x E MI = 
sp {E(A) x : x E M, A E 9(f)}. Thus 
2. THE HELLINGER INTEGRAL 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (H, E, R) be a minimal dilation of a semispectral 
measure F. For d E Z, write T(A) = E(d)R. A B *-valued measure m on Z is 
said to be Hellinger square integrable with respect to F (m E H,.,) if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) m(A) E T(A)* H for each A E C, 
(ii> su~~,X,~~ II T@)*#m(4ll* g Ilmll~ < 0~)~ 
where the supremum is taken over the set Sr of all finite measurable 
partitions r3 of S. 
First we point out that by Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 1.6, Definition 2.1 
does not depend on the choice of a dilation of F. 
Now let A E Z be fixed and let )I IIA denote the norm in F(A) B 
defined by [[F(A) XII: = (F(A) x)(x). S ince ((F(A)x((‘= I/T(A)* T(A)x((* ,< 
II T(4112 lIW)4l~~ x E B, the completion S(A) of F(A)B in the (I (/,-norm 
can be regarded as a subset of B*. It is easy to see that 
2.2. m E H2,F if and only if m(A) E S(A) for every A E Z and 
SUPXC~~~ IlmWll~ < 03. 
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On the other hand if P(d) = W(d)* W(d), where W(d) is a linear 
continuous operator from B into some Hilbert space Hd then 
S(A) = W(A)* Hd and lb* IIA = II w(d) *#x* 11, provided x* E S(d). Thus 
m E H2,, if and only if m(A) E W(d)* Hd for each d E Z and 
suPxCk7 II w4*x m(d)ll' < co. In particular when B = H we have 
2.3. m E H,,, if and only if m(A) E F(d)“’ H for every A E Z and 
supgCdEO II~W”‘“W)ll* < 00. 
Now we state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be a semispectral measure on Z and let (H, E, R) 
be its minimal dilation. Then the space (H2,r, II /jr) is a Hilbert space 
isomorphic to H. The isomorphism is given by the formula: 
(Vh)(A) = R *E(A) h, A E C, h E H. 
Proof: For every h E H define (Vh)(A) = T(A)* h, where T(A) = E(A) R. 
The operator V maps linearly H into the space of all B*-valued countably 
additive measures on Z. To complete the proof, we shall show that: 
(1) V is one to one and VH = H2.e, 
(2) 11 Vh IIF = 11 h I/ for each h E H. 
Ad( 1) If h E H, then (Vh)(A) E T(A)* H, A E C, and for every u E Y we 
have 
-K- llTW*#WWI1* = A;o II~hll’= IIPmmhll* G Ilhll*. 
Ai;‘, 
Thus VH c H,,, and 11 Vh((, < I/ h/l for each h E H. Now let m E H,*,. We 
shall prove that m = Vh for some h E H. Let us define f, = xAEO 
T(A)*#m(A) (note that Ilf,jl < IlmllF). For D,, c2 EX, put u, > u2 if u, is 
liner than c2. Then X becomes a partially ordered directed set. For every 
A E Z and u > {A, S\p } it follows from Lemma 1.6 that 
(f,, T(A)X) = r (T(A’)*#m(A’), T(A)x) 
A’EO 
= c (T(A)* T(A’)*#m(A’))(x) 
A’cA 
= ,;, ((T(A’)* + T@\p’)*) T(d’)*“W’Mx) 
= c (T(A’)* T(A’)*iP!m(A’))(x) = (m(A))(x). 
A’cA 
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Thus, since the unit ball in H is weakly compact and H is minimal, there 
exists fE H such that f = lim,f, in the weak sense. Since T(d)* is a 
continuous mapping from (H, a(H, H)) into (B *, o(B *, B)), we have 
((t-f W))(x) = vw*f )(x) = “9” m4*fxx> 
= lim(f,, T(d) x> = (m@))(x), 
for every x E B and A E Z. This shows that VH = H2,F. Finally observe, 
that if T(A)*h=O for each AEZ, then ~IS~~{T(A)X:XEB,AEZ}=H 
and so h = 0. 
Ad(2) We have already proved that (1 Vh ljF < /I h 11, h E H. Let h E H and 
E > 0 be fixed. Since H is minimal, there exists a partition o = {A, ,..., A,} 
and x , ,..., x, E B with the property that jl h - Cr= 1 T(Ai) Xi 11 < E. We have 
llhl12-lI~hII~<llh/12- 5 II~(~~)*#~h(~i)II* 
i=l 
= llhll* - f’ II~hll* = Ilh -P,,,,hll* 
i=l 
Thus /I Vh IIF = I( h I(, h E H. 
Remark. If in the proof of Theorem 2.4 the dilation (H, E, R) is such as 
in the proof of Proposition 1.2, then for every m E H, we have 
(V(Im))(A) = R *E(A) Im = R,*P,(A) m = m(A), 
since R,*m = m(S). From the properties of the mapping V it follows that H, 
is a dense subset of H,,, and for each m E H,, llrnl10 = Ilrnll,. Moreover 
W,,,, P(-), R,) is a minimal dilation of F, where P(A) is the operator of 
restriction of measures to set A. The above reasoning also shows that the 
function K(A, , A*) = F(A, ~7 AZ), A,, A, E Z, is a reproducing kernel of H,,, 
in the sense of [6]. We point out that equivalent to 3.1, definitions 3.2 and 
3.3 of the space H,,, do not use the notion of dilation. 
Our aim now is to describe the space H,,, in some special cases. In 
particular we are going to show that for finite dimensional Banach spaces 
Definitions 2.1 and 1.0 are equivalent. We start from the case when F is 
absolutely continuous with respect to a scalar measure ~1. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose F is absolutely continuous with respect to p and 
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Q E L(B, L*(S, Z,p; K)) is a quasi square root of f(“). For each 
~EL*(S,Z,,~;K) and xEB define 
(( W)(A))(x> = I, C./-(s), (Qx)(s)) Ns), A E Z. 
Then W is a linear isometry from M(Q) onto H2,F, where 
M(Q)=df@{ldQx:xEB,AEZ}. 
Proof. Since (M(Q), 1, , Q) is a minimal dilation of F, where 1, denotes 
the operator of multiplication by the indicator 1, of a set A, it follows from 
the proof of Theorem 2.4 that the operator W 
(VV-W))(x) = I, (f(s), (Qx)(s)>Ms) = ((I', Q>*f><x> 
maps isometrically M(Q) onto H2,F. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F be absolutely continuous with respect to a scalar 
measure ,u and let Q E L(B, L*(S, Z, p; K)) be a square root of the density 
f (@‘. Then a B*-valued measure m belongs to H,,, tf and only if it has the 
form 
(m(A))(x) = jA (f WY (Qx)W4W, 
with f E L*(S, C, ,a; K). 
x E B, (1) 
Proof: The necessity follows from Lemma 2.5. Suppose f satisfies (1). 
Setting g = PM,,, f we get 
J, (g(s), (Qx)(s))clW) = (g, 1, Qx> = (P,(& l,Qx> 
= (f, 1, Qx> = (m(A))(x), x E B. 
Using Lemma 2.5 once again we conclude that m E H,,,. 
Now we leave for the case when F has an operator density. The following 
definition comes from [ 7, lo]. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Suppose B is separable and there exists the operator 
density dF/dp of F. Let L,,o denote the class of all B*-valued *-weakly 
measurable functions cp on S such that: 
(i) (q(*)>(x) E L ‘(S, Z,,u; C) for every x E B, 
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(ii) q(s) E Q(s)* K, h-a.e., 
(iii) i, II C%s)*#~(sN” P@S) < ~0, 
where Q is a fixed square root of dF/dp (see Definition 1.4). 
We recall that for each fixed s E S, (dF/dp)(s) is a non-negative linear 
continuous operator from B into B*. Let // IIs denote the norm in 
(dF/dp)(s) B defined by 
Since Il(dF/dp)(s) x)1* < K(s)ll(dF/dp)(s) x113, x E B, s E S, the completion 
S,(s) of (dF/dp)(s) B in the /I IJs- norm can be considered as a subset of B*. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose B is separable and dF/dp exists. Let 
&.)EL(B,K~), i= 1,2, b e any two square roots of dF/dp. Then for any *- 
weakly integrable B*-valued function ~1 the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) (D E L,,Q,T 
(2) P(S) E e',(s)* K,e.e. and &(.>*“P(.) E L2(S, L,wK,), 
(3) (P(S) E S,ts)w= and J”slld~)ll~,Ws> < a. 
Proof. First we observe that in view of separability of B we can assume 
that K, and K, are separable. 
(1) * (2). Put tQiX>t*> = e"it.1 x, i = 1,2, x E B. It follows from the 
Closed Graph Theorem that Qi E L(B, L2(S, ,Z, pu; Ki)) i= 1, 2, and both Q, 
and Q2 are quasi square roots of/ (p). Since both (M(Qi), 14, Q,), i= 1,2, 
are minimal dilations of F, from Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 1.5 we have 
that there exists a unitary operator U from M(Q,) = {f E L’(S, Z, ,u; K,): 
f(s) E m, p-u.} onto M(CJ2) = {f E L2(S, z, P; K,):f (s) E mB, P- 
a.e.} such that U@,(e) x) = Q2(.) x, xEB, and Ull,=ll,U, AEZ. An 
elementary calculation due to Helson [2, p. 631, shows that U has the form 
(Uf)(s) = @s)f(s) p-a.e., where o(*) is strongly measurable function on S 
such that for p-almost each s E S o(s) is an isometry from m onto 
6,(s,- and that_ o,(s,= o(s) Q,(s) p-a.e. Let p E L,,d,. Then 
v(s) E Q,(s)* K, = Q,W*(Q&W = e”2<s>*<t%?% = e"2<s)* K2 wee3 
and by Lemma 1.6(ii) I]Q2(s)*“~(s)ll = ]lQ,(s)*#~(s)]l p-a.e. We need to 
show that Q2(.)*“rp(.) is Bochner measurable. Since K, is separable, it 
suffices to prove its weak measurability. The functions 
@zW*“rp@)~ 02C4 x)3 x E B, are obviously measurable, so (Q,(s)*#&), 
f(s)) is measurable for each f~ M(Q,). Let Ai, i = 1, 2,..., be an increasing 
sequence of measurable sets with ,~(d,.) < co and Ui Ai = S. Since for 
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every h f K, l*i(-)mh is in M(Q,), the function @,(s)*#&s), 
lAi(s) mh) = l,&)(Q1(s)*#o(s), h) is measurable for each i = 1,2,..., 
and h E K,. Thus QJ.)*“~(.) is weakly measurable. 
(2) + (3) + (1) Choose A E C, ,+I) = 0 such that (G’/&)(s) = 
Q,(S)* Q,(s) for every s 4 A and i = 1,2. Since S,(S) = &s)* (Q,(s) B) and 
/lx* IIs = II GiCs> *#x*/I provided x* E S,(s) and s 4 A, i = 1,2, (3) follows 
immediately from (2) and implies (1). 
In view of Lemma 2.8 we will simply write L,*Q = L,. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose B is separable and dF/dp exists. Then m E H,., 
if and only if there exists rp E L, such that 
(m@))(x) = !, W>)(x) Ns)v x E B, 
Proof. If m E H_z,F, then by Lemma 2.5 (m(A))(x) = lA (f(s), 
o(s) x)p(ds), yhere Q(s) E L(B, K) is a fixed square root of dF/dp and f is a 
function in L*(S, C,,u; K) such that f(s) G Q(s) B ,u-a.e. Setting 
q(s) = o(s)* f (s) we have v, E L,. Now let v, E L, andS(s) =df Q(s)*#a)(s). 
Then by Lemma 2.8 f E L’(S, Z,,u; K) and for every x E B and A E Z we 
have 
I, (f (sh e’(s) x)/G) = I, (e”(s)* ~(s)*#rp(sN(4/@) 
= J ((D(S))(X) h-W = (m(A)KG d 
Thus by Theorem 2.6 m f H,,,. 
Remark 2.10. Observe, that if B = Cq is finite dimensional Euclidean 
space then v, is Radon-Nikodym derivative of m with respect to P and so by 
Theorem 2.9, a measure m E H,,, if and only if (dm/dp)(s) E 
((dF/dp)(s))“’ Cq p-a.e. and 
“*“$ (s)//* ,a(ds) 
= 
I 
$(s)$(s)$(s)*p(ds) < CO. 
Thus the Definitions 1 .O and 2.1 are equivalent. 
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3. STATIONARY PROCESSES 
Let G be an additive LCA group with the dual G and let (g, 7) denote the 
value of y E G at g E G. 
DEFINITION 3.1. By a B-valued stationary stochastic process we will 
mean a function X = {X,, g E G } from G into L(B, H) such that : 
(i) the covariation function X:X, = K(g - h) depends only on g - h, 
(ii) the mapping G 3 g + (K(g) x)(x) is continuous for each x E B. 
We will simply write that X is a B-valued SSP over G. 
The time domain M(X) of X is defined to be the closed subspace of H 
spanned by {X,x : x E B, g E G}. Let us define the family of operators 
U,X,x=X,+,x,g,hE6,xEB.IfX={X,,gE((;}isaB-valuedSSPthen 
{Up, g E G } is a weakly continuous representation of G in M(X) and by the 
Stone theorem there exists a regular Bore1 spectral measure E in M(X) such 
that for every U, v E M(X) we have 
(up, v) = 1’- (g, y)(EW) up 0). 
a; 
DEFINITION 3.2. The set function F(d) = X,*E(A)X,, A E .9(G), is said 
to be a spectral measure of the process {X,, g E G). 
F is a regular semispectral measure defined on the Bore1 a-field s(G). 
Note that (M(X), E, X,,) is a minimal dilation of F. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X = {X,, g E G} be a B-valued SSP with the spectral 
measure F. Then there exists a unitary operator Ufrom M(X) onto H,,, such 
that for every x, y E B and g E G, 
(W,X)(~)(Y) = i, (try WW x)(y). 
ProoJ From Theorem 2.4 it follows that the operator U defined by 
W)(A) = (W)&)* o, v E M(X) maps isometrically M(X) onto H,,,. The 
application of the Stone theorem completes the proof. 
In the sequel U will stand only for the operator defined in Theorem 3.3. 
For any subset Cc G let N,(X) denote the error space of the process X 
for the set C defined by N,(X) =M(X)@Mc(X), where M,(X) =df 
@{X,x: x E B, g E C). Our aim is now to describe the image of the error 
space in H,,,. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Suppose F is regular semispectral measure on s(G). For 
any m E H,., there exists a B*-valued function A on G such that for every 
xEB andgE&i, 
The measure m is uniquely determined by A. 
We will refer to A as the Fourier transform of m. 
Proof. By [ 1, Theorem 5.21, there exists a B-valued SSP X = {X,, g E G } 
such that F is its spectral measure. Setting fi( g) = X,* U- ‘m and using Stone 
theorem we obtain 
@(g))(x) = (X$ U-‘m)(x) = (U-‘m,X,x) 
= 1 c(g’ y)((JG~)&)* u-‘M-4 
= I e (a r> (mWN(4. 
Since every measure (m(.))(x), m E H2,F, x E B is regular, the measure m is 
uniquely determined by its Fourier transform. 
DEFINITION 3.5. For any subset Cc G we denote N,(F) = 
tm E K,,: &(g) = 0 for every g E Cl. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let X = {X,, g E G} be a B-valued SSP with the spectral 
measure F. Then for each C c G, 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of the following equality 
(~3 X,x) = I6 (a y> ((WY) Xi,>* v)(x) 
= J’ e (g, Y> ((uv)W))(x) 
= (&W)(xh xEB,gEG. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let X = {X,, g E G } be a B-valued SSP and let C be a 
non-empty proper subset of G. The process X is said to be: 
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(i) C-regular, if nbEoMc+,(X) = (O}, 
(ii) C-singular, if n,,oM,+,(X) = M(X). 
The preceding results allow us to characterize C-regular and C-singular 
processes in terms of the Hellinger integral. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let X= {X,, g E G} be a B-valued SSP with the spectral 
measure F and let C be a fixed subset of 6. 
(1) The process X is C-regular if and only if there exists a family 
Z@ c H,,, such that: 
(i) rir(g) = 0 for every g E C and every m E 2, 
(ii) the closed subspace of Hz., spanned by {P(A) m : m E 2, 
A ES(G)} is equal to H2,F, where P(A) denotes the operator of the 
restriction of a measure to the set A, i.e., (P(A) m)(A’) = m(A f’I A’). 
(2) The process X is not C-singular tf and only tf there exists a non- 
zero measure m E HZ<, withm(g)=OfareachgEC. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.6, (2) is a consequence of the fact that X is 
not C-singular iff N,(F) # {O}. Now we turn to the proof of (1). From 
Lemma 1.7 it follows that X is C-regular if and only if M(X) = w{,!?(A) v: 
v EN,(X), A E A?(6)}. By Theorem 3.3 the latter holds iff H,,, = 
Sp (W(A) v: v E N,(X), A E 5?(G)}. Since LIE(A) = P(A) U, A E 57(G), the 
process X is C-regular iff H 2,F = sp {P(A) m : m E N,(F), A E A!?(G)]. When 
X is C-regular, conditions (i) and (ii) hold by setting 9 = NC(F). Conversly, 
if 9 satisfies (i) and (ii), then 9 c N,(F) and 
SjS{P(A)m:mEN,(F),AE9@)} 
~sp{P(A)m:mE~,AES(~)J=H,.,. 
Hence X is C-regular. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Suppose X is C-regular. Let (S(A), 1) IId) be the Hilbert 
space defined directly after Definition 2.1. Then for every A E S(G) we 
have 
Consequently, F(A) = 0 provided m(A’) = 0 for every m E N,(F) and A’ c A, 
A’, A E g(G). 
Proof Let A E A?(G) be fixed and let x* E S(A). Note that 
CW)&)* = T(A) * is an isometry from E(A) X,B onto S(A). Hence there 
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exists u E E(d) X,,B such that T(d)* u =x* (explicitly u = T(d)*“x*). 
Since X is C-regular, o = lim, Cf: I E(A,,,) v~,~ with v~,~ E N,(X). Thus 
x* = T(d)* u = lim F X,*E(A nd,,,) u~,~ 
n k=l 
in 11 I/,-norm. It completes the proof. 
Assume now F(c) B to be separable. Then theorems 3.3, 3.6, and 3.7 get 
the following form: 
THEOREM 3.10. Let X = {X,, g E G} be a B-valued SSP with the 
spectral measure F. Suppose F(G)B is separable and F is absolutely 
continuous with respect to a scalar measure ,a Let Q E L(B, L*(G:, 59(G), 
,u; K)) be a fixed quasi square root off (“‘. Then: 
(1) The space M(X) is un&rily isomorphic to the space M(Q) =df 
{f~ L*(G, &!?(G),p; K):f(y) E (QG)(y), p-a.e.). The isomorphism V takes 
X,x to (g, .)(Qx)(.) (cf. [3], Theorem 11). 
(2) The space V(N,(X)) consists of all these functions f in M(Q) such 
that 16 (g, 7) (f(r), (Qx)(y))p(dy) = 0 whenever g E C and x E B. 
(3) The process X is not C-singular if and only I;f there exists 
f E L*(G, 9(G), ,u; K) such that: 
6) ie (g, Y)(~(Y), (QxN))ddy) = ofor every g E CT x E B3 
(4 (f (a 1, <Qx>C- 1) is non-zero for some x E B. 
(4) Suppose additionally that 9(G) is countably generated (it holds 
e.g. when G = R or CG = E). Then X is C-regular if and only if there exists a 
sequence {fi: j = 1, 2,...,} c M(Q) such that: 
(9 J‘c (g, Y)(~;(Y), (Qx)(y))Wy) = 0 for every g E C and 
j = 1, 2,..., 
(ii) Sp{J;(y):> = I, 2 ,..., } = (QB)(y), jf-a.e. 
Proof. First note that by [ 1, Lemma 2.51, QB is a separable subset of 
L’(G, 9(G), ,u; K). Without loss of generality we can assume that K is 
separable, too. Thus (1) is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3, Lemmas 2.5 
and lS(ii). Assertions (2) and (3) follow from Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 2.5. 
Therefore it remains to prove (4). 
Observe that by (1) and (1.7) the process X is C-regular if and only if 
sp { 1, f:fE V(N,(X)), A E A?(G)} = M(Q). Suppose first that X is C- 
regular. Since L?‘(G) is countably generated, M(Q) is separable. Hence it 
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follows from Lemma 1.5 that (i) and (ii) of (4) hold true if we choose {fj, 
j= 1, 2,...,} to be an orthogonal basis in V(N,(X)). Conversely, if (i) and (ii) 
are satisfied, then by (2) and Lemma 1.5 we have 
M(&)~@{l,f:fE V(N,(X)), AE9(G)}~~{l,fi:j= l,....dE.J@)} 
= (fE L2(G, 9(G), pu; K) :f(y) E Sp {./j(y) :j = I,2 ,..., } p-a.e. } 
=fE L*@, S(6), P; K) :f(y) E (QB)(y>p-a.e.) = M(Q). 
Thus X is C-regular. 
Remark 3.11. When B is separable and the operator spectral density 
dF/d$ exists the assertions of Theorem 3.10 can be described in terms of L, 
space (see Definition 2.7 and Theorem 2.9). For example, assertion (4) reads 
then as follows: 
(A) The process X= {X,, g E G} is C-regular if and only if there 
exists a sequence (rpj:j = 1, 2,...,) c L, such that 
(9 IG (g, Y)k+(y))(x)@y) = 0 for every g E C, x E B and 
j = 1, 2,..., 
(ii) Xp {&y)*“~~(y):j= 1, 2 ,..., } =e”cr,, p-a.e., where o(e) E 
L(B, K) is a fixed square root of dF/dp. 
Thus Theorem 3.10 extends the main results of [7, lo] and Theorem 4.3 in 
] 111 (it suffices to put G = Z or G = W, C = (-crc, 0) and choose p to be the 
Lebesgue measure). 
4. THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 
Throughout this section G will mean an additive discrete Abelian group 
and K will stand for the normalized Haar measure of the dual 6 
DEFINITION 4.1. A B-valued SSP X = {X,, g E G } is said to be 
(i) Jo-regular, if it is G-{O}-regular, 
(ii) minimal, if it is not G-(OJ-singular. 
We start with the consideration of minimal processes. For any two vector 
set functions a and b, defined on a a-field Z, we will say that a is absolutely 
continuous with respect to b (a < b), if b(A) = 0 implies u(A) = 0. When 
a < b and b < u, the functions a and b are said to be equivalent (a - b). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X = {X,, g E G} be a B-valued SSP with the spectral 
measure F. Then X is minimal if and only if K < F and there exists a non- 
zero x * E B * such that 
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(i) x* E S(d), if@) # 0, 
00 sup~C4~~ IIx*II~ +f)* < 00, 
where by definition [Ix* 11: K(A)* = 0, if tc(A) = 0 (for the definitions of S(A) 
and )I 114 see the remark after Definition 2.1). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorems 3.6, 2.2 and 
Lemma 3.4. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose B = H is a Hilbert space. An H-valued SSP 
X = {X,, g E G} is minimal if and only ifs G F and there exists a non-zero 
h E H such that: 
(i) h E F(A)‘/* H, UK(~) # 0, 
(ii) supg&Eo ~~F(A)“‘“htc(A)~~* < co. 
Moreover, ifF(A)-’ exists, provided F(A) # 0, then X is minimal ifand only 
iftc<Fand 
sy c (F(A)-’ h, h) K(A)* < 03 
AS0 
for some non-zero h E H (by definition (F(A)-’ h, h) K(A)* = 0, UK(A) = 0). 
We now turn to the case when F is absolutely continuous with respect to a 
scalar measure p. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose F(e) B is separable and ,u is any control 
measure to F. Let G = A, u A, be a measurable partition of G such that 
@(A) =df y(A n A,) and $(A) = ,u(A n A& is the Lebesgue decomposition of 
p with respect to K (i.e., pa @ K, ps 1 K, and ya +ps = y). We Set F”(A) =df 
F(A n A,), A E S(G). Let j?nally Q” E L(B, L*(G, S(G), K; K)) be a fixed 
quasi square root of the density f F’ of Fa. Then X is minimal if and only if 
there exists f E L ‘(6, 9(G), K; K) such that 
(1) ((Qax>(r>, f 69) = constant(x) = c(x), Ic-a.e. and c(a) is not iden- 
tically zero. 
Proof: Let Q E L(B, L*(G, 3(G), ~1; K,)) be a fixed quasi square root of 
fCU). By Theorem 3.10(3), the process X is minimal if and only if K <P and 
there exists a function g E L’(& g(G), p;K,) such that ((Qx)(r), 
g(y))(du’/dtc)(y) = const(x) = c(x), K-a.e. and c(e) is not identically zero. 
Suppose first that X is minimal. It is easy to verify that setting 
Q,x = (dp”/dtc)“’ Q x and g, = (d,u”/drc)“’ g we obtain that Q, is a quasi 
square root of fz’ and g, E L*(& 9(G), K;K,). Moreover ((Q,x)(y), 
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g,(y)) = c(x) Ic-a.e. Let Q’ be any square root of f:‘, Q’ E L(B,f.‘(G, 
A?(G), K; K). It was noticed in the Introduction that we can assume that K 
and K, are separable. Since both (M(Q,), 1,, Q,) and (M(Q”), 1,, Q’) are 
minimal dilations of Fa, by Proposition 1.2 there exists a unitary operator V 
from M(Qi) onto M(Q”) such that VQ, = Q” and 1, V= V1, for every 
A E 9(G). The last property implies that V has the form (V’)(e) = p(.)f(.), 
wti v(y) is a partial isometry from K, into K with the domain space 
(QiB)(y) and the range space (Q”B)(y), Ic-a.e., and P(s) is strongly 
measurable. The necessity is proved by setting f(y) = p(y) g,(y). 
Conversely, let f satisfy (1). Setting m(d) = Q”*ll, f we get 
FG)>(x) = Je (g3 Y) c(x) K(dY) = 0, if gz 0, 
= c(x), if g = 0. 
In view of Lemma 3.7(2), it suffices to prove that m E H,,,. Let Q, Q,, and 
8(m) be as above. Setting h(y) = @)*f(y) we have 
(W))(x) = i, V(Y), (Qax)(y)) WY) 
Since h(drc/d~)‘~’ E L2(G, A?(G), ,u; K,), by Theorem 2.6 m E H,.,. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose B is separable and dF/dp exists for some 
scalar measure p. Then the proces X is minimal if and only tf there exists a 
non-zero x* E B* such that x* E Q”(r)* K, rc-a.e. and ~~((&‘(y)*#x*(J* 
K(dy) < 00 for some square root Qa(.) of dFO/dtc. 
Now we establish the regularity conditions. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let X = {X,, g E G} be a B-valued SSP with the spectral 
measure F. Suppose F(G) B is separable. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) X is JO-regular; 
(2) there exists a subset A c B* such that 
(i) X*K E H,,, for each x* E A, 
(ii) @{P(A)x*K:~*EA,AEZ~(~)}=H~,~; 
(3) F-K and there exists a sequence fj E L’(G;, S(G), K; K), 
j = 1, 2,..., such that 
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0) (JX% CQxW) = const(x j) K-a.e., j = 1, 2 ,..., x E B, L 
(ii) Sp{&(y):j= 1, 2 ,..., } = (QB)(y) rc-a.e., 
where Q is a fixed quasi square root off (“. 
Proof. The equivalence (1) o (2) is obvious by Lemma 3.8 (note that it 
holds true without any assumptions on separability of F(G)B). We shall 
prove (1) o (3). Suppose X is J,-regular. Then by Lemma 3.9, F is 
equivalent to K. Since M(X) = q{M,-(,,(X) UX,B} and since by 
[ 1, Lemma 2.51 X,,B is separable, the space N,-,,,(X) = M(X)@Mc-,,,(X) 
is also separable. Choose vj, j = 1, 2,..., to be an orthonormal basis in 
NoIO,(X). Setting & = Vv,, where V is the isomorphism defined in 
Theorem 3.10( 1). we have M(Q) = Sp ( ldfi :j = 1,2 ,..., A E g(6)). Thus, by 
Lemma 1.5, Sp (h(y) : j = 1, 2,...,} = (z)(y) k--a.e. Conversely, suppose that 
(3) is satisfied. Then by Theorem 3.10(2) fj E V(NG-(o,(X)) for each 
j = 1, 2,.... Using Lemma 1.5 we get 
M(Q) 3 W 11, f:fE VW,- &W, A E WG> I 
I>sp{l,J;::i= 1,2,...,AE.9(~)} 
= {fE L’(G, 2(G), K; K):f(y) E Sp (f,(y) : j = 1, 2 ,..., } Ic-a.e.} 
= M(Q). 
Thus X is J,-regular. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If X is J,,-regular, then F(A) B = const for every 
A E 9’(G) with K(A) # 0. 
ProoJ: Let A = {&ii(O) : m E No-,,,, (F)}. By Corollary 3.9, xA = S(A) for 
each A E s(G) of non-zero Haar measure. Since I( JIB < K(A)/1 IId, F(A) B = 
S(A) = (A A ) = 2, provided K(A) # 0. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose B is separable and the operator spectral 
density dF/du exists. The process X is Jo-regular if and only if there exists a 
sequence x7 E B*, j = 1,2 ,..., such that: 
(i) xi* E S,(y) K-a.e., j = 1, 2 ,..., 
(ii) Sp” {XT : j = 1, 2 ,..., } = S,(y), rc-a.e., 
(iii) Jo I]xJF IIt rc(dy) < oo, j = 1, 2 ,..., 
where UY) and II lly are defined as after Definition 2.7 and -y denotes the 
closure in I( [IFnorm. 
ProoJ: Lemma 2.8 transforms conditions (i)-(iii) into: 
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(i) xj* E Q(y)* K Ic-a.e., j = 1, 2 ,..., 
(ii) Sp(Q(y)*#x~:j= 1,2 ,.,., ] =P(r>B, rc-a.e., 
(iii) Q(.)*“xiy E L’(G, 9(G), K; K),j = 1, 2 ,..., 
where o(s) E L(B, K) is some square root of dF/dK. Thus the corollary 
follows immediately from Theorem 4.6. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Under the assumptions of 4.8, if X is JO-regular then 
(dF/dK)(y) B = cons& rc-a.e. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Corollary 4.7. 
Remark. When B = H is a separable Hilbert space and dF/dK exists, 
then from Corollary 4.8 we have that 
(A) the process X is J,,-regular if and only if there exists a sequence 
{hj:j= 1,2,...,} c H such that: 
(i) hj E (dF/drc)(y)“’ H K-a.e., j= 1, 2 ,..., 
00 W’P)(y) “‘# hj E A*@, A?(G), K; H), j = 1, 2 ,..., 
(iii) Sp { (dF/drc)(y) ‘/‘#hi: j = 1, 2 ,... } = (dF/dlc)(y)“* H K-a.e. 
So we have obtained Rosanov’s theorem [lo]. If additionally (dF/dK)(y)-’ 
exists rc-a.e., then X is Jo-regular if and only if there exists a sequence 
{hj:j= 1,2 ,... }cH such that @(hj:j= 1,2 ,..., }=H and for each 
j = 1, 2,..., 
Indeed, in this case S,(y) = H K-a.e. and ]] I],-norm is equivalent to the H- 
norm. 
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